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ESSEN AGAIN ATTACKED

Last night, another large force of bombers went to the Ruhr, that

narrow strip of "black country," not more than twice the area of Berlin,
which had made Germany a great industrial country.

However much the enemy may disperse his industries elsewhere, in

Germany or in the occupied countries, the Ruhr remains vital to the

German economy and, indeed, to the economy of middle Europe.

Nowhere else are natural resources so abundant within so small an

area: nowhere else are industries which depend on coal and iron so thick

upon the ground. Geology has compelled this concentration of industry
which is within 350 miles of our bomber stations. Bombs which fall on

industrial buildings in the Ruhr weaken the whole German war machine.

There is no way out of it for the enemy - he cannot move the Ruhr.

Always, when our bombers heave caused havoc in the Ruhr the Germans have

made every effort to get the damage repaired in the shortest possible
time. Towards the end of last year, for example, over a thousand work-

men were engaged in repair work at Krupps, and with the shortage of labour

in Germany a thousand workmen are not easily spared.

There can be no doubt about the extensive havoc which our bombers

caused last night. All reports of crews agree that there were many

fires raging, some with great intensity.

Even before the attack had reached its climax, the Ruhr was a

beacon to successive waves of bombers.

One crew reported that factory chimneys looked like black pillars

against the flaming background. The fires multiplied with speed. At

a quarter to eleven, for instance, a bomber was over a great industrial

plant and the crew saw a large fire at the south end of the works. A

short time later another crew reported three large fires in that same

place.


